GARNET CHAPEL
PENKENJOCH ZILLERTAL

- AUSTRIA

2011-2013
Archive: n° 708
Project: 2011-2012
Construction: 2013
Dient: Josef Brindlinger, Christa und Georg
Kroell-Brindlinger
Partner: Architect Bernhard Stoehr, Besto
Engineers: Konrad Merz. Merz Kley partner
Si te area: delimited area 600 m 2 /6'458 5 ft
Floor area: 40 m 2 / 430 5 ft
Volume: 750 m 3 / 26'486 c ft
Art ist: Markus Thurner for the waoden icon
of Blessed Engelbert Kolland
The chapel gets its name fram the particular
mineral (gamet) that, in nature reminds a
rhombic dodecahedron. The construction is
set on top cf a mountain at 2087m masl. next
to a pond and overlooking to the north the
lower Zillertal. The new building comes in the
shape of a rhombic dodecahedron. set on a
cancrete base, with a wooden structure and
covered in sheets of eorten steel. From the
base at ground level astairease leads to the
interior spaee where the visitor pereeives at a
single glanee the evenness of the geometrieal
spaee. One single opening on the top otters a
light souree that brings to life t he even surfaees of the walls, clad in lareh wood lath . The
magie of this spaee is the uninterrupted
thanks to the light that comes streaming on
the walls whose id entical regular shapes produee d ifferent effeets depend ing on the hours
of the day.
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The chapel gets its name fram the particular
mineral (garnet) that. in nature reminds a
rhombic dodecahedron. The construction is
set on top of a mountain at 2087m mast. next
to a pond and overlooking to the north the
lower Zillertal. The new bui1ding comes in the
shape of a rhombic dodecahedron. set on a
concrete base. with a wooden strueture and
covered in sheets of eorten steeL From the
base at ground level a sta ircase leads to the
interior spaee where the visitor perceives at a
single glance the evenness of the geometrieal
space. One single opening on the top offers a
light source that brings to li fe the even surfaees of the walls, c lad in lareh wood lath. The
magie of this space is the uninterrupted
thanks to t he light that comes streaming on
the wal ls whose identical regular shapes produee different effects depending on the hours
of the day.
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